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Abortion loans available, but decreasing
by Mark Mogensen
Although Maine has halted the use of
public funds for electiv,_ abortions, funds
for UMO women are still available through
the Student Government.
The funds are in the form of no-interest
loans, available to any student unable to
pay the $160 to $180 cost for an abortion in
the Bangor area.
Diane Elze, population control fund
director since 1975, said $1,000 has been
added to the fund from student activity-fee
money for the last two years. However,
only $214.46 remains in the fund this year.
"This was supposed to be a self-gen-
erating fund," Elze said. "But this
sununer we didn't receive as much money
Weekend
as we hoped. If those people who owe
money don't make some attempt to pay
back the loan...they aren't being respon-
sible for other women, and someone else
can't get money for abortion."
Elze said the loan repayment could
always be renegotiaLed, but problems arise
when no effort is made to repay. She is now
discussing what action, if any, will be taken
with those who have defaulted.
Since 1971, 110 loans have been granted
by the control fund. Ten loans were made
between January 1977 and this semester.
Of those loans, approximately $1,400 has
not been repaid by 14 clients, Elze said.
Elze knew of no one who was refused a
loan, which was obtained through con-
fidential negotiations and the signing of a
promissory note. She hoped the remaining
funds and a $500 increase from the Student
Government due in October would con-
tinue to supply students' needs.
The tund began in 1970 to supplement
the high cost of an out-of-state abortion. It
caused an immediate controversy among
those students opposed to abortion and the
use of the student activity fee for those
purposes. Betsy Battick, Cutler Health
Center abortion counselor, said student
insurance was then covering a maaximum
of $150 toward "termination of preg-
nancy" costs.
Student insurance now covers 80 per
cent of any abortion costs, but Elze said the
Student Government fund is still being
used frequently. She said if a student has
another insurance company as well as
student insurance, the other company will
pay the costs. "Some girls feel that if their
parents' insurance pays the bill, that
somehow their parents will find out," Elze
said.
She said negotiations and funding were
completely confidential as is all counseling
done at the Family Planning Center and
the Peer Sexuality Group.
Editorial Note: Next week the Maine
Campus News Editor wi 11 explore the rates
4. abortion and contraception practice on
aJmpus.
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Police okay weekend 'open' parties
by Dan Warren
Despite a widely-held belief that UMO
fraternity parties have seen their final
days, at least three fraternities have
parties planned for the weekend.
And they have the blessing of UMO
police and state liquor inspectors who call
two of the scheduled functions "okay by
us" and "within the rules."
UMO Police and Safety director Alan
Reynolds said Thursday night "open"
parties by Delta Tau Delta tonight and by
Beta Theta Pi Saturday afternoon appear to
be "in line" with state laws regulating the
sale of alcohol by unlicensed organizations.
Reynolds did not comment on a proposed
party by Alpha Tau Omega Saturday night
because he was not familiar with its
details.
Delta Tau Delta is, planning a crunris-
wide party tonight from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
and despite a crackdown by state liquor
inspectors earlier in the week, the
fraternity has made little effort to keep the
function quiet, posting signs in dormitories
and dining commons.
Delta Tau's party--featuring "free beer"
and including a $2 door charge for
men--has drawn the most attention from
the UMPD and state officials.
Delta Tau does not have a license to sell
alcohol, Reynolds said, but the party is
"okay by us" because the beer will be on
the second floor of the fraternity house and
the music on the first.
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McGovern said Thursday.
More than 20 repraientatives for
ca/opus stadents will be elected,
icing with four fraternity repreitim.
katives and student senators from
tech dormitory, McGovern said.
Sections aie Wednesday, Sept. 28.
'The number of r,...presentativ:Is p=r'.
living style are determined by
pops I talon.
Senate meetings will he hOd
Tuesday eveaings at 6:30 p.m.
Also vacant are several poo:iitions
co the Senior Council, which handles
mitten concerning the senior class.
"That way," Reynolds said, "it won't be
as though you're paying your money and
getting the beer right for it."
"You'll have to go upstairs to the second
floor to get it. It will be out of the way of the
music. The fee is for the music.
"This party is in line with the rules,
which are kind of complex," Reynolds
continued, "because of the location and
access the paying people have to the
beer."
Last week, inspectors from the Maine
Housing 
State Liquor Commission visited UMO,
cancelling two fraternity parties and
discouraging a few others.
Reynold's approval of Delta Tau's plan
apparently contradicts a statement by a
state liquor commissioner last week that
paying a cover charge to hear a band and
get "free" beer is illegal.
He said then any method, direct or
indirect, for getting money for alcohol is
illegal.
Delta Tau President James Fellows
Far from madding crowds:
by Deborah Strumello
A severe shortage of off-campus housing
in the Old Town, Orono and Bangor area
forces students to sign "vicious" leases
which protect the landlords but are of very
little benefit to the tenants, charges
Student Legal Services (S LS) attorney Russ
Christensen.
Christensen and others have termed the
off-campus housing situation as cramped
as the on-campus situation this year. With
nearly half the UMO students living off
campus, they said, fierce competition
pervails for an inadequate number of
apartments, houses -rd trailers.
Second of three
Al Smith, of the Penobscot Area Housing
Development Corporation said the rate of
vacncy in the 5,000 rented units in Bangor
is only one per cent, about nine per cent
less than optimal level. If the demand foc
rented units were not so great. market
forces of supply and demand would act to
bring down rent levels, he said.
Statistics on the rate of vacancies in
Orono and Old Town were not available.
Most apartments in the tri-town area
rent for $1 75 to $200 a month. Electricity,
phone, gas and heating are usually extra,
and in the winter months, the rent can be
as much as $300 a month.
Older houses pose problems because
they arc often poorly constructed and not
insulated, Christensen said. Rent may not
seem high in the summer, but when cold
weather sets in, students find that they
simply cannot afford to heat the building,
he said.
Some good housing is available, such as
at Talmar Wood and the University Park in
Orono, but these complexes are restricted
to married students or faculty.
Most single students end up in convert-
ed housing, that is, in segments of large
houses once used by one family and now
divided into four to six units. Landlords can
demand high rents for poor, even
substandard housing, and students will
pay because there just is not enough
housing in the area.
Any building not meeting certain
standards outlined in a housing code is
classified as substandard. Orono and
Bangor have housing codes, but Old Town
does not, Smith said.
Housing codes are basically unenforce-
able. Smith said. Unless a unit is in
violation of a major code, such as
stressed that the fraternity would not be
purchasing any more beer after the party
began.
"The rule is that all the beer has to be
bought before the party starts," Fellows
said. "That way it won't be like someone
gives us two bucks and then we run out an
buy more beer."
Unlicensed establishments that sell
beer, which includes all UMO fraternities,
are subject to severe fines and penalties of
[continued on page 14]
more crowds
plumbing, electricity, heating or gas, it will
often go undetected. Few tenants ever go
as far as bringing the landlord to court,
because it is costly and time-consuming,
and penalties for violations are usually
light.
Code officials, aware of the housing
shortage, are reluctant to enforce codes
strictly if it means evicting people, he
continued.
Trailers, which some students rent as
apartments (especially in Old Town), are a
special problem because many were built
in the South and are not suitable for
Northern winters. Often the trailors
contain only a small space heater which is
not sufficient for sub-zero winter temper-
atures.
iruntiosued OR page 21
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Off-campus housing fcr UMO students has gotten so over-crowded that signs
Ike this one offering rooms are rare [Robin Hartford photo!.
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Low wn
All entries to Lowdown should be typed and
delivered to 108 Lord Hell three days prior to
publication. Other entries should be phoned in
to 581-7531. Please include name and phone
number for verification pummels.
Friday, September 16
and 3:30 p.m. Soccer UMO Invitational
7 p.m. Wide-Stein Club meet wig campus gay
organization International Lounge, Meniorial
Union
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB movie: "Emmanuelle."
Hauck.
8 p.m. Pub night- Jeff Josepra Damn Yankee.
Saturday, September 17
All Day—Outdoor recreational trip: whitewater
rafting. Call 7598 for information.
All day—Pancake Festival and Baked Bean
Supper, sponsored by the Oki Town Rotary
Club. Pancakes and sausages will be served in
an area on Main Street from 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m., and thc Baked Bean Supper will be
served from 4 to 7 p.m. Special attractions
during this full day event will include the Old
Town high school band concert, bicycle races, a
home-cooked food sale, antique cars, arid
snowmobiles, boats and ()the- items to be
exhibited by Old Town merchants. A pancake
bake-off pancake races and a pancake eating
contest will also be featured.
12 and 2:30 p.m. Soccer: UMO Invitational
7 and 9:30 p.m, MUAB movie: "The Front."
Hauck.
8 p.m. Pub night: New England Blues
Prophets Damn Yankee.
8 p m. Gay canoe. BYO.B. MCA Center,
College Avenue.
Sunday, September 18
7 p m International dancing Lown Rooms
12 p.m. Sandwich Cinema: The Mystery of
Animal Behavior, North Lown Room.
6:30 p.m. Gamma Sigma Sigma Rush punch
party. Coe Lounge
Tuesday, September 20
830p m. Meeting for all women students who
are planning to become members, or who are
row members of an athletic team sponsored by
the Wornen -s Division Lengyel Hall.
7 30 p m "Rare and Endang ed Plant Species
of Maine, an illustrated public lecture by Dr
Charles Richards 1(X) English-Math
• Off-campus housing cramped
1c Orin nued from page 11
No state agencies regulate standards for
the construction of trailors in Maine,
Christensen said.
In the absence of state control, however,
several agencies in the area deal with
landlord-tenant problems. Bangor
Tenants' Union (BTU) and Pine Tree Legal
Aid in Old Town have dealth with some
student-tenant problems, but most stu-
dents are sent to the Student Legal Service,
which provides legal advice to UMO
students.
SLS is staffed by two full-time attorneys,
Christensen and Judson Esty-Kendall; a
para-legal, Tim Dort; and a volunteer
attorney, Chalmers Hardebergh. In addi-
tion, 12 to 20 para-legals assist the staff,
Christensen said. SLS is located in Coburn
Hall.
Christensen said because most town
boards are comprised of middle-class
residents, attempts are made to zone out
all low-income housing. Students are
usually among this group of low-income
people.
There has, however, been a study
committee set up by the Orono Town
Council to investigate the rental situation
in Orono. Since the real housing crisis in
Orono is student-realted, the responsibility
of providng more off-campus housing lies
with the university, the committee con-
cluded.
Ann Ross-Dorr, committee chairman,
said the group recommended that the
corner of Park Street, which borders
university land, be used to build new
student housing. If enrollments ever drop,
the units could be given to the town, she
said.
President Howard R. Neville said the
plans were in the talking stage. The
proposed apartments would provide
"housing affordable to single students,"
he said.
The apartments could be built by the
time school starts next September, but
-you can never tell about these things,"
Neville cautioned.
Robert Caton, chairman of the UMO
Off-Campus Board (OCB) attributes the
housing shortage to Maine's high growth
rate. While other universities are afraid of
losing students, Maine has just the
opposite problem, he said.
Caton said the number of off-campus
students is increasing as more people try to
move out of triples. The number of
students living off campus this year
increased by 800.
Freshmen create a special problem, he
said. The university has always required
freshmen to live on campus unless they
were commuting from home. This year,
freshmen are allowed to live off campus.
Caton feels freshmen, away from homw
for the first time and experimenting with
their "new found freedom," might cause
friction with landlords, resulting in
"outlandish" leases.
Christensen stressed the importance of
students joining together to form a tenants'
union. Such a union would help protect
students from "onerous" clauses in leases,
he said, and from landlord-tenant laws
biased in the landlords' favor.
"Use your bargaining power," he
urged. "You will only defeat yourself if you
work alone." He especially advised
students living in Orono's Stillwater
Village to form a union, as he said their
lease is particularly "vicious," offering no
rights to the tenants.
Last December a group of 50 tenants of
Orono landlord Kenneth Elfman formed a
union (Elfman Tenants' Association) in
response to an increase in heating costs.
Tenants were willing to pay the money if
Elfman showed figures for actual gallons of
oil used. He refused and tenants did not
pay for the increase.
Alan Dunham, a union executive board
member, said this year he hopes a tenants'
union for the general Orono area can be
formed.
Caton said the proposed union would be
along the lines of the Elfman Tenants'
Association, but would be open to all
student and non-student tenants. How-
ever, since many students say they will
only be in the area for a short while, they
feel forming a union not worth the effort.
Caton advised students who were
thinking about moving off campus to
"check out the landlord in advance."
"Talk to previous tenants," he prompt-
ed. "There are certain things past tenants
can tell you that you can't find out
otherwise."
Job mishaps to be research focus
by David Karvelas
A $35,000 federal grant has been
awarded to UMO's College of Business
Administration to study occupational
accidents in Maine.
The brainchild of Dr. William Cook, a
UMO industrial relations professor, the
Industrial Health and Safety Study was
awarded Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) Title VI funds and
will receive 100 per cent funding.
CETA is a federally-funded program
designed to find jobs for the unemployed.
The study, to begin next month, will
attempt to determine what effect the
Occupational Safety and Health Admini-
stration (OSHA) has had in reducing the
number of industrial mishaps in Maine.
"The study will involve a major policy
question as to whether OSHA's activities
have been useful," Cook said.
"A question we must ask," he added,
"would be, should we keep OSHA?"
Although doubtful that his study would
jeopardize OSHA's existence, Cook be-
lieves the cold, hard facts presented by his
findings might lead to a reassessment of
that agency's activities.
Cook Said, however, "It might give some
indication to state legislators or the federal
government to step up OSHA activities if
certain firms OSHA visited once or twice a
year showed a low accident rate."
The project will involve gathering
necessary information from individual
accident reports filed with the Industrial
Accident Commission in Augusta.
Three research technicians and one
administrative assistant will work inde-
pendently collecting the data while receiv-
ing general guidance from Cook.
As the one-year project allows only for
the assessment of data and not its analysis,
Cock is currently involved in negotiations
with the office of policy analysis to have the
rest of the bill picked up.
Once the OSHA study is completed,
Cook hopes to attain funding to evaluate
CETA and its success in helping partici-
pants find meaningful unsubsidized em-
ployment.
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Rooms like this one in Balentine Hall have come under attack from the state FireMarshal's office for five safety violations [Sumner Thompson photo).
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Fire Marshal cites Balen tine
by Elizabeth Butterfield
The state Fire Marshal's Office has
found five deficiencies th Bale ntine Hall,
according to UMO Fire Marshal Duane P.
Brasslett.
In its report, the state office recom-
mended that Balentine's 10 sliding doors
be replaced with swinging doors; that both
stairways lead directly to the outside; that
the stairwell be protected with 1 3/4 inch
solid wood doors; that th.-! regular hooks on
the fire escape windows be replaced with a
latching device that is easy to see and to
operate; and finally, that the basementlounge have a second means of exit.
A plan of correction is due "within 10
days to the state fire marshal," said Alan
Lewis, Physical Plant director. However,
he said it isn't necessary to follow pll the
recommendations.
"There are waiver options for existing
facilities, like a grandfather clause, and we
plan on taking advantage of them," Lewis
said. explaining "at the time of construc-
tion, Balantine conformed to the Life-
Safety Code, but now the code has been
improved."
He said unless there was a "blatant
hazard," UMO would wait until Balentine
underwent a "major renovation" to bring
the dorm up to the present day standards.
Lewis intends to close off the stairwell
with the solid wood doors and to replace
the hooks on the three windows leading to
the fire escape. By replaciniz these he said
"We're talking in the $3,000 range."
Constructing a second exit for the lounge
would be "very expensive" he said.
Instead, he said he is going "to
recommend to Residential Life that they
eliminate the lounge in the basement.
However, I have not spoken to them yet."
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Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.
Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
of career fields. Here's a calculator with
the advanced capability you need to
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by-step illustrations show how to use its powerful
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The MBA"
Business calculator
A business major's dream machine.
If you're building a career in business, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to com-
plex business problems at the touch of a key. It is
preprogrammed for a wide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budget-
ing. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.
The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12
different cash flows! It also offers pro-
grammability—up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.
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Guess who's coming to dinner
Well, they had us on the run for a while, didn't
they? Those old card-flashing state liquor
inspectors who came to this campus last week in
search of naughty fraternity houses that sell
alcohol without a license, meaning all of them.
Doing a job that admittedly they were hired to
do, the inspectors threatened the social lifeblood
of this university—fraternity parties.
They succeeded in shocking us, temporarily,
at least. They sent waves of concerned
conversation through classrooms, dining halls
and fraternity houses all over campus.
"Did you hear they can't have any more
fraternity parties?" panic-filled students
questioned each other last week.
But the shock, it seems to us, is over. At least
for a while.
The number of loopholes that exist for getting
around state regulations to have a beer-filled
fraternity party seem equivalent to the number
of ways you can skin a cat. Many.
Thanks to a series of agreements worked out
this week between UMO Police Chief Alan
Reynolds and several fraternities, ways have
been found to avoid a complete shutdown of
large-scale Greek-sponsored parties.
By extending the life of fraternity frolics (at
least until the equally-frightening 20-year-old
drinking limit is imposed), Reynolds has shown
sensitivity to activities that make UMO students
tick.
We applaud Reynolds and his assistants for
their bargaining actions with the Greeks, and in
effect, the whole community.
Reynolds went a little above the call of duty,
we think, in working out an arrangement "we
can all live with," as he says.
In an age where people—especially students
and occasionally the press—relish in pigpiling on
police administrators for unpopular courses of
action, we find it refreshing that Alan Reynolds
has seen fit to "bend a little." He is at a point,
we hope, where he can go to bed at night
satisfied that his department is doing its job, but
also secure in the thought that students are
having a good time on fraternity row.
Lost in our joyous cries for the Greeks and
UMO social life, however, are a few concerns we
think fraternities should face.
While we are quick to n&te the importance of
fraternities, we waste perhaps even less time
pointing out the responsibility to purchase liquor
licenses.
We insist that the cost—no matter how
great--should not and cannot be a consideration.
Those houses desiring liquor-selling privileges
should be required to purchase a license.
Colleges are not outside the law.
Fraternities argue precedent. "Houses have
been selling booze for years without licenses,"
they say. "Why should we stop now?"
Their arguments, bred out of tradition, do
carry some weight, but very little. Sure, their
fraternal forefathers might have snuck by
without buying a liquor license. Or perhaps even
more likely, citizens did not demand that UMO
fraternities be closely watched.
But, things have changed. We have
legislators, who, responding to what they called
a "new wave of moral conservatism in Maine,"
raised the legal drinking age and alloted large
funds for alcohol awareness and treatment
programs. Citizens, by voting in conservative
representatives and senators, are, in effect,
saying they want a closer watch on drinking.
And nowhere in Maine is drinking a more
publicized pasttirne than here at UMO.
UMO fraternities should seriously consider the
speedy purchase of liquor licenses.
Alan Reynolds, as flexible as he is, can only
bend so long.
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Living in between Mogensen
Ii
Whipping boys
I've always had a penchant for saving
lost causes. Lately, I've been ttyin,g to save
UMO. Not from the classic collegiate
diseases of high tuition, overcrowding or
superficial teaching. I'm trying to save its
image in the eyes of two of my friends, and
I don't think it's worth it.
Not an hour goes by without one of them
taking a swipe ai the university. I try to
retort their accusations rationally, con-
genially, because they are both in a state of
transition. People in transition need
friends.
Gary's bogging down in the anxiety of a
pending October marriage, fearing mis-
takes are forever and he may be making a
large one. Craig is going under to the more
fundamental insecurities of personality and
a bottle of beer. Both blame the university
for their problems.
"What are you going to have?" I asked
Gary, who was staring at the dirty spoon a
"Governor's" waitress had just placed in
front of him.
"You know." he responded, "going to
UMO is like being pregnant. For about
eight months you nurse yourself through
this 'condition,' taking the good with the
bad, taking the jabs, the pinches, and the
dizziness. And then around the ninth
month the kicking gets worse, severe, and
you've got to labor through finals."
"So whatever happened to the joy of
childbirth? It's all over at that point.
You're free."
"Yeah, but for me I find out it's only
acute gas pains. It's recurring gas, not a
kid. It's not worth it."
"What are you going to have?" I asked
Gary.
-Mealy university."
Craig's not quite s lucid. Just as
determined. though. We left a movie and
Craig had to go to the men's room. He was
thoroughly drunk and he had talked and
sang during the movie to heart's content. I
waited for him outside the Union lavatory
about 10 minutes before I went in. His
voice rose from the back stall when I called.
"I'm writing some prothetic words about
this bastard university,- he slurred out.
"Some what?"
"UMO is like a whorehouse. You pay to
get in and then you get screwed." His
voice bounced off the ceramic walls.
"How'd you like that?"
I found myself trying to rearran,su
outlooks and convince them of other
realities. It was impossible. I cculdn't
convince Craig that it wasn't the university
that gave him a nasal intonation and a lack
of dehonaire. Gary would never believe
UMO didn't forre him into that drastic
mistake of proposing marriage.
In fact, they convinced me that they
needed the university, not only as a
teacher, but as a whipping boy for their
gripes.
John Steinbeck, in "Travels With
Charley," finds the scapegoat for Min-
nisotans portrayed by the Russians.
"Nobody can find fault with you if you
take out after the Russians," a Minnisotan
says.
"You think then we might be using the
Russians as an outlet for something else,
for other things?" Steinbeck asks.
"I didn't think that at all, sir, but I bet
I'm going to. Man has a fight with his wife,
he belts the Russians," is the reply.
"Maybe everybody needs Russians. I'll
bet even in Russia they need Russians.
Maybe they call it Americans."
Maybe students on campus call it UMO.
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Sign grammar researched
To the Editor:
The carpenter and I took great
pains and went through consider-
able research in lettering the sign
for the Bears Den. Not only
several types of tools were tried,
but a prototype was made full
scale. This work was minor
compared to our in-depth consid-
eration of the spelling and
punctuation. At first we consid-
ered Bares Den. But then we
didn't feel we were really reveal-
ing a den and we couldn't decide
who it was that was baring the
den. Then we thought of Bare's or
Bares' Den but streaking seems
to be diminishing and we didn't
think streakers really need a Den.
We then thought of the bears
roaming rampantly through
Orono at great peril to the
populace and donating their pelts
for hunting lodge floors. How-
ever, we didn't feel one bear or all
of them would want to hibernate
at the Union. Then it dawned
upon us that the University of
Maine uses the word "bear" as
their identification for the athletic
teams and students in general.
Also, zoos have places for their
bears and they usually use the
sign Bears Den without an
apostrophe. Professor Manlove
aged greatly in teaching me
English Grammar and I am sure
than any slur to his former
student would be something, up
with which he would not put.
William M. Moss
Engineering Services
Free college education
extends democracy
To the Editor:
I wonder if anyone beside me is
irterested in tuition free educaton
through the college level? If I
could get enough people interest-
ed in the subject, I would be
willing to defend the position that
such a plan is not only practical
but in the best interest of all
concerned.
If, and this is the big if, I could
get this idea in circulation, I
would be willing to show (1) that
tuition free education was one of
the major causes that enabled the
United States to become the
richest and most powerful nation
in human history. (2) That tuition
flee education through the col-
lege level is not only desirable but
that it would be self-supporting
and the most profitable business
that the United States could
involve itself in. (3) That tuition
free education through the col-
lege level is a reasonable and
natural ex-tention of the democra-
tic process under the equality of
opportunity clause.
I have written a position paper
upon which I will defend my
position and which I would be
willing to throw into the public
domain if enough people are
willing to examine my claims.
Yours truly,
Joseph Pasinosky
Special Student
West Virginia University
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reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters frem
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
Legislators lauded, fongley attacked
To the Editor:
As the State Representative
horn Orono. I have a deep and
in-mediate concern for the wel-
fare of the University of Maine
system. I want to share some
thoughts with you concerning the
recent struggle to asst.re an
adequate budget for the Univer-
sity system.
During the just-completed ses-
sion of the Legislature, we (the
numbers of the Legislature)
aperopriated $4 million more for
the University than was request-
ed by Governor Longley. After
original enactment of the appro-
priations measure containing the
University budget, the Governor
exercised his veto, specifically to
stop this Legislative increase in
funds for the University. The
Legislature overrode his veto.
The budget survived the on-
skiught of the Governor largely
ckie to the efforts of a small
number of individuals. Following
tradition, the budget survived
intact once it left the Appropria-
tions Committee. Consequently,
the major efforts on behalf of the
University were conducted within
the Appropriations Committee.
The pri_lcipal supporters of the
University in that committee were
Senator Philip Merril (D Port-
land) and Rtpresentative Mary
Ikkijarian (D-Portland). The efforts
cf Senator Merrill and Repre-
sentative Najarian were .-ssential
in obtaining adequate funding for
the University system for the next
two years. Roth Senator Merrill
and Representative Najarian de-
serve our thanks.
Despite the persistant objec-
tions of the Governor, the Legis-
lature demonstrated its sensiti-
vity to the needs of Maine people
by approving the full University
budget. It demonstrates that the
progrss of education in Maine
cannot be subverted by any one
person, no matter how powerful.
With this in mind, I caution you
not to fall for the Governor's
cft-made promise not to run for
re-election. He is already plan-
ning his next campaign for
Governor and we can expect that
his frequent attacks on the
University will continue during
his campaign. We all should do
whatever is possible to assure
that James B. Longley retires in
1978, willingly if possible and by
a stinging defeat of him and his
colicies at the polls if he chooses
to ton for re-election.
Wasted days and wasted nights?
To the Editor:
God damn it. It's Friday night
again and everyone is on drugs.
Alcohol, grass, sex games and the
trivial conversation are the most
common drugs here at U MO. For
Students welcomed to swill-semester
To the Editor:
Welcome back, upperclassmen!
You freshmen will be welcomed
later, when rooms are found for
you. In the meantime. I'm sure
you've been told that one of the
'pod things about having a cot in
the laundry room is not needing
to wait in line to wash your jeans.
Vandalism has been a problem
in the dorms the past several
years. They can't tell what was
destroyed ...but they bill every-
one anyway. A well-known
tniversity official, whose name I
can't remember, called this place
a "free community of wholars" a
few years back. Being free,
however, the scholars left. The
rest of us are stuck.
(we have a surplus) to say "the
average UMO student earns only
average grades." Really, what
we they supposed to get? Speak-
ing of such delights, a philos-
opher who just happened to be a
We're having our lovely pic-
tures on the meal tickets this
year! Great! Now we ha”e
wmething pretty to look at while
we're dining instead of either the
food or those splattered notices of
last week's events which clutter
the tables. Of course, if they
nude the food worse they
wouldn't have to worry about
people stealing it. In fact, haven't
they done that...?
According to a recent survey,
ever 84% of us swill lager. This
prompted another learned official
Lecture series hunting
To the Editor:
This is an open letter to the
faculty.
This year the objective of the
listinguished Lecture Series is to
provide a balanced program for
the University community. I
believe that this objective can be
achieved with your assistance.
The purpose of this letter is to
let you know that any suggestions
km potential speakers are wel-
comed by the committee. All that
we ask is that when you submit a
aiggested speaker. please in-
ciude a brief explanation of
}is /her area of expertise, as well
as any other information that you
feel would be pertinent.
Suggestions can be submitted
to the Student Government office
c/o D.L.S. Unfortunately we
cannot sponsor all the sugges-
tions that are submitted, but I will
warantee that all suggestions
submitted will be reviewed by the
committee.
Thanking you for your consid-
eration; 1 am
Sincerely,
David W. Ives
wino said a society can be judged
by is bars. If this is true, we're in
gvoid shape. The newly renovated
Et ar's Den looks great --especi-
ally after the third pitcher!
Ftrhaps East Annex will be the
next renewal project. I hear
they're applying for a liquor
license...
Mark E. McLaughlin
125 Cumberland Hall
MUAB thanks
To the Editor:
Sunday, Sept. 11, MUAB
sponsored an outdoor concert
featuring "Night Owl." We
would like to thank all the
students who came for making it
such a success.
While we have had problems
with litter at our movies, there
was very little at the concert. It
seems ecological awareness ex-
tends only out-of-doors for many
people, yet some of us find litter
indoors unsighly also (especially
when we are picking up peanut
shells and candy wrappers after
movies). Maybe some of you
could think about this the next
tine you are in a public building--
it takes little effort to put trash in
a wastebasket.
Thank you
Sherry Walsh
President of MUAB
P.S. Anyone interested in joining
the Mob can come to a meeting
Wed., Sept. 21 at 7:00 p.m in the
Faculty Lounge of the union, or
just drop by the office any time.
two bucks or less, you can be
dined, specified. contorted and
distorted all while you balance
yourself on the pinpoint of
nothingness. But who cares? At
least the books are in the
background. Well, peons of the
peonic plague, !think Ill sit down
here tonight "and set you
straight, just like I did my old
min twenty years too late..."
"Make the World Come
Around!" Yeah, but you forget,
my friend, that the world doesn't
want to come around. I think
everyone likes it that way if they
think about liking anything at all.
So you make a few enemies for
yotz trouble and your insight is
till yours and nobody else's.
I think I will now proceed to
entangle the entire affair. I'm not
wing to insult our so-called
affluent lifestyles any more be-
cause I believe that there are kw
people on this campus who know
why cur favorite pastimes are
bad. So I'll give you the proofs.
All the above drugs. as I call
them, alter your state of con-
Sincerely yours,
Richard S. Davies
Representative
ain't so bad, except most of us
don't know what to do with the
one we're in right now.. .Anybody
can be an alcoholic anonymous, a
marijuana mercenary, a romper
room pervert or, to be more
general a king of little or nothing.
It's not that we're all doing or
trying to do the same things that
bugs me. it's just that these
things do little or nothing in
themselves except waste time.
if you tell me that there is
little to do in this world except
waste time, then please think
again. There's so much we don't
know about reality, about people
and about ourselves. All you have
to do is desire the knowledge and
nitybe you'll profit more from
that altered state of conscious-
ness. from your friends and
hopefully from all of life itself.
Oh yeah. if I'm wrong, I'm
sorry to bug you. I hope I at least
snused you. Maybe I'm weird
aid out of place but what if I'm
nght?
"Darkness Darkness"
Alpha Phi, Gamma Sigma
To the Editor:
Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma
Sgma Sigma are again sponsor-
ing weekly blood drives. During
the past semester, the drives
have been highly successful here
en campus. To continue this
success we are asking for your
help.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely yours.
Robert Layiolette
304 Aroostook Hall
Donna Stoneham
229 Corbett e Hall
sponsor blood drives
Red Cross Bloodmobile Scri edu le
Sept 14 Aroostook Hall
22 Penobscot Hall
7B Hancock Hail
Oct 5 Knox Hall
12 Cumberland Hail
19 Memorial Union
218 Nona
2-9 pm Main Lounge
2-8 pm Main Lounge
2-8 pm Main Lounge
2-9 pm Main Lounge
2-8 pm Basement
10-4pm N as Lawn
Disappearing from roads, appearing in rooms
by Mark Tremblay
All signs this year point to UM0--but
they aren't on the roads, they're in the
moms. Some people collect stamps or coins
but sign-snatching seems to be a popular
hobby at UMO. Students apparently like
the prestige of having their own "Con-
struction Ahead" coffee table or a notice
informing visitors that the room is
"Slippery When Wet."
You name it, LIMO has it; from simple
traffic signs to flashing yellow-light
numbers. Some say this university has
Sign thefts. a big problem throughout Maine, is aios felt at
1,1110. To the left of the Sebago Road sign, there once was a
"Long Road- sign [Joe Houston photo].
enough signs to create its own highway,
and considering the value of these stolen
markers, it could well afford it.
In addition to the illegality involved, the
costs of reproducing and replacing the
signs are extremely high. The state of
Maine shares the burden of these costs
Stolen signs don't go to waste. Many find use, as this one.
as decorations in a dormitory room [Joe Houston photo).
AT STUDENT GOVERNMENT WE'RE CONCERNED
WE AT STUDENT GOVERNMENT ARE
LOOKING FOR:
Kathy Amber
Charlotte Bailey
James Barton
Barbara Beem
Terry Belanger
David Beradi
Deane Bleisdell
Bruce Baker
Karen Bardreau
Richard Brlost
Barbara Brown
Andrea Bucuzzed
Ernest Clark
Pamela Cleale
Mark Colombe
Nancy Cummungs
Mary Cunfon
Kelli Curtis
James Debeck
Wayne Dubane
James Dunlap
Dale Edinger
William Fraser
Thomain Fuller
Cynthia Gammons
Linda Giles
Mark Gnade
Katherine Goldberg
Miriam Gaugh
Cynthia Gousse
Judith Grant
Maria Green
Barbara Hanscom
Karen Hardy
John Hartley
Kenneth Hayward
Richard Hawes
Janet Heywood
Cheryl Hook
Kathy Hughes
Sheila lanco
Patty Jackson
Erika Johnson
Carol Kine
Mark Kleinschict
Dorothy Laite
Jane LaRoche
Susan LaRochelle
Mark Larobee
Russell McCrum
Stephen Merchant
Susan Mitchell
Linda Mondor
Johanna Moore
Susan Morrell
Jeffrey Nalin
Richard O'Brey
Mark O'Brien
Matthew O'Connor
Clay Overlock
James Pastorelli
Richard Perrow
Lisa Raymond
Robin Riveglia
Prosena Rosette
Ellen Roy
Fritz Sabbon
William Sanborn
Lesley Schultz
Paul Severino
Judith Shaw
Steven Shaw
Lori Shuman
Clayton Smith
Lauren Tetreault
Richard Theriault
Lauri Twitchell
Melinda Tyer
Linda Vickery
Richard Vinletta
Joseph Walleno
Nancy Washburn
Erin Weeks
Michael Welsh
Eileen Wilcox
Rhonda Wiles
Abby Williams
Toni Williams
Robin Willis
Loretta Woznlk
If you are listed here please stop by and ask for Mike & Gordy If not, stop by anyway. Our 
office is on the
top floor of the Memorial Union or call 581-7801
with other Maine towns and resorts, some
of which can hardly stand the extra
expense.
John Hodgkins, Traffr Engineer for the
Department of Transportation, estimates
the state loses up to $10,000 a year due to
vandalism and defacement on state
highways and roads. Most of the items,
usually signs or lumber, are taken from
construction projects, he said.
LIMO students probably have little or no
involvement with the heavy vandalism, but
small-time theft accounts for the many
signs found in fraternity and dormitory
rooms around campus.
The theft of a few small signs is of
comparative significance, Hodgkins said,
but "the average four-by-four foot (1.2 by
1.2 meters) diamond-shaped "Warning"
sign costs about $64." In large quantities
though, Hodgkins admitted that sign-
snatching is a big problem.
Towns and resorts are responsible for
placing or replacing their own signs, and
loss to souvenior-hunters or vandals is
separate from the state's estimated
budget.
In Orono, sign-snatching is a real
headache, according to Tom Landers,
Orono's Public Safety Director. "The
signs," says Landers, "are defaced, but
mostly they're taken." Landers figures
Orono suffers about $2,000 in losses each
year for sign replacement. Some replace-
ments are for worn signs he said but the
majority are the result of vandalism.
Landers cites incidents where signs were
embedded in cement or reinforced with
steel and still completely removed. A $300
sign project at Gould's Landing near the
lake in Orono lasted lb hours before it was
vandalized, he said.
Town signs are slightly less expensive
than the state's but costs still average
about $45 for a typical "Stop- or "Speed
Limit" sign.
University of Maine at Orono student
Dennis Bergeron will do 150 hours of work
for the university under arrangements
okayed in Bangor District Court Thursday.
Under arrangements worked out be-
tween the District Attorney's office and
Betgeron's lawyer, a case charging
Bergeron with the theft of two stuffed birds
was filed, according to District Judge
Morris Pilot.
LIMO police Det. Terry Burgess said
Bergeron was arrested in mid-May in
connection with the theft of the two birds,
valued at $1,250, from UMO's Murray
Hall.
Under a filed case. a defendent's guilt or
innocence is not established in court. The
case may be re-opened within six months
of the filing date.
Judge Pilot said the arrangement
between Assistant District Attorney Peggy
Kravchuk and Bergeron's attorney, Jud
Estey-Kendall, had already been worked
out before the case came up in court
Thursday morning. Pilot said he approved
the filing.
Burgess said Thursday that the stuffed
birds were valued at such a high price
because they were over 100 years old. He
said scientists from all over the east coast
pave done experiments on the birds,
because they date back to the pre-DDT era.
Both the birds were recovered shortly
after the theft, according to Burgess.
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The TI Programmable 58 and 59 from Texas Instruments. They offer enormous calculating
power...plus TI's revolutionary, plug-in Sloid State Software libraries.
FREE SPECIAL OFFER,
For a limited time, get a 19-program Leisure Library when you buy a T1 58 or 59. A $35.00
value if you act now.
TI Programmable 58/59
Free Leisure Library Offer
TEXAS IN STRU M ENTS
I NCOR POR AT ED
NOTICE TO STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
Mr John Bernardi, consumer products sake
engineer for Texas Instruments, Inc. will be in the
University Bookstore on Tuesday, Sept. 20th from
approximately 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Mr. Bernardi will be
demonstrating the recently introduced T5 products 9a
well as assisting present T5 users.
(011or good froanAuguot IS to October 31. MI. Herten what you
1911 out Pos coupo aon, 010 TI wet your oonaksel
Cuomo, rdontabon Cord leocitotu Po boa along
▪ •=ealreirtt TpeoagrolZehro 000rnog the
musl Co•
0000.11111.6010111..11  014106111VV.
Wow Wow Oar
11.0.11salliLigaittia.lattos1114011
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tam.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE 1977-78 SEASON
William Shakespeare
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
A comic battle of the sexes. A romp!
Shakespeare with gusto.
E.A. Cyrus, Director
Oct 18-22 (Matinee Fri. Oct. 21)
Joseph Kesserline
ARSENIC AND OLD LACE
There may have been a funnier murder
charade, but the supposition is purely ar.ademic
J. Norman Wilkinson, Director
Dec 8-10
LIMO Opera Theatre
(with Maine Masoue,heatre)
OPERA TO BE ANNOUNCED
Ludlow Hallman, Musical Director
James S Bost. Stage Director
Feb 1,3,4 and 03
(Maine Masque season tickets not applicable)
Edward Bond
BINGO
The gentle Bard of Avon
as 'corrupt seer" In "Scenes of
money and death" Roy England's
most controversial young playwright
Arnold Colbett, Director'
March 7-11
a comic repertoire
(sponsored by the Patrons of the Arts)
J Norman Wilkinson, Director
April 9-10 No admiselon
State Tour March 15-April 7
Anton Chekhor
UNCLE VANYA
The comedy of life
shaded with melancholy, but
radiantly alive
James S Bost, Director
May 2-6
-Save money " Season tickets
Mon., Sept. 19 to Fri., Sept. 23
10am to 3pm
UMO students '4.50 Non-students '8.00
Hauck Auditorium Box Office
School of Performing Arts
University of Maine at Orono
Performances at Hauck Auditorium--Tues. through Sat.
Curtain 8:15 p.m.--Matinee at 215 p.m.
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Washington doors opened for Maine interns
by Dave Billings
Washington, D.C. may be behind closed
doors to the programmers at ABC-TV, or
the center of attention for Walter Cronkite
and his nightly-news cohorts. But for five
UMO students, Washington has become
more than an image on a TV screen.
The five spent five months working as
interns for members of the Maine
congressional delegations, earning enough
money to get by, having fun in the big city
and picking up nine credits from UMO in
the process. (A sixth intern from UMO
worked for an Ohio Congressman.)
Ken Holmes, a senior journalism major,
is the only intern still on campus. He
worked for Sen. William Hathaway, who
Holmes said likes to wander around the
office and "bridge the gap" between
himself and his staff. Holmes called
Hathaway "a fun guy to talk with," and
added that much of their conversation
centered around golf.
Rep. David Emery also "sticks around
the office a lot" and is basically a
"homebody," according to Emery intern
Andy Broaddus, a UMO political science
graduate now attending law school in
Portland. Broaddus liked Emery's "down-
to-earth, friendly" style, as opposed to the
"more formal" style of Rep. William
Cohen. Broaddus roomed with Dan Rus-
sell, another UMO intern who worked in
Cohen's office.
Two interns, Cindy Warren and Bill
Kourakos, worked with Sen. Edmund
Muskie. Warren worked for Muskie's
sub-committee on intergovernmental re-
lations, while Kourakos worked in the
senator's office. Kourakos, a UMO busi-
ness graduate now working in Portland,
called Muskie "a very busy senator" and
said his contact with him was "not on a
one-to-one basis." Warren, a senior
political science major now taking some
time off from school, said she saw Muskie
"quite a bit" but that it was "not the most
important thing."
Warren said she thought it was an
advantage to work on a committee rather
than in an office, because she was able to
deal with more legislation. "I felt that I had
made some contribution," she said,
especially for her work on a bill which
provided low-income people with money to
pay their fuel bills during the harsh winter.
The duties of the interns ranged from
doing legislative research and working on
constituents' specific problems to running
errands, opening mail and, in one case,
even acquiring some hemorrhoid medica-
tion for an employer.
No housing was provided, which caused
the interns some inconvenience; many
places wouldn't rent without a one-year
lease. Holmes and Warren both had to
commute by bus or subway. Kourakos told
of the difficulties of apartment hunting
with nothing but a car full of personal
effects and a map of the city. Broaddus and
Russell lived within walking distance of
Capitol Hill, but Broaddus called it the
"fringe of the ghetto" and added, "I felt
like a little white dot in the middle of
blackest Africa."
The interns met their share of Wash-
ington celebrities. Holmes, who admits to
being "psyched-out" by the CIA, said that
its director, Stansfield Turner, was fre-
quently in Hathaway's office. Also, the
offices of Senators Hubert Humphrey,
Frank Church, and Richard Schweicker, all
CLIP AND SAVE
KA 
MOVi E3
rf-4
irY)
FRI. Sept 16 SAT. Sept. 24
EMMANUELLE JACKSON COUNTY JAIL
101 English Math
SAT. Sept. 17
THE FRONT
FRI. Sept 30
MAHOGANY
FRI. Sept. 23 SUN. Oct 2
TOMMY MANDINGO
7:00 and 9:30 Hauck Auditorium
76c undergrads $1.00 others
MUAB MOVIE INFORMATION:
A University of Maine ID is required for the
purchase of all MUAB movie tickets. No more than
two tickets per ID.
Tickets go on sale one hour before the first show
a nd remain on sale for V, hour after the movie starts
unless there has been a sell-out. Then tickets for the
second show will be sold. Tickets for the first show
cannot be used for the _second show.
No food, beverages, or smoking allowed in the
auditorium.
one-time candidates for national office,
were nearby.
Warren heard testimony from Cyrus
Vance and Bert Lance, and even had a door
opened for her by Robert Redford.
In addition to meeting House Speaker
Tip O'Neill, Broaddus met Maine's Gov.
James Longley in Washington, but said he
felt the Congressional delegation would
"rather have him in Augusts."
Ken Holmes, Washington intern
[Lauren Noet her ph (to).
Perhaps the most humbling experience
belongs to Kourakos, who found himself
alone in an elevator with Sen. Edward
Kennedy. After saying hello, Kennedy
asked, "Are you an intern?," to the
chagrin of Kourakos, who was trying hard
not to look like one.
Kourakos also became embarrassed
when he parked Muskie's car--in gear. The
car rolled into another one, causing minor
damage, and the incident became an office
joke.
The former interns have mixed feelings
on the thought of working in Washington
permanently. Warren said she "felt very
comfortable" and would like to go back,
while Holmes said he would like to work
there as a journalist. On the other hand,
Kourakas said, "I'm not into big cities,"
and Broaddus said, "I like Maine."
However, they all do agree that the
internship was a tremendously rewarding
experience. Holmes could have been
speaking for the group when he said, "It's
something I'd recommend to anybody."
Dr. Kenneth Palmer, program super-
visor, says applications for this year's
internships will be available about Oct. 1.
N
Elegant, efficient controlled draft airtight
stoves and fireplaces. available in 5
beautiful enamelled coiera-glass door and
barbecue grill featured on reel
Wonderwood -stoves. Menvent
stainless Chimney, pipe,
Partner chain saws,
brushes.
MORINO
CAST IRON
STOVES AND
FIREPLACES
WRG Suppliers
Box 358, Brewer 909-5110
tvit
 •
MARKET 232 MAIN ST.,ORONO - 866-7710we welcome food stamps
LIQUOR-BEER-WINE-GROCERIES
Sign-Up for Student I
Senate Elections
ENDS
5:00 P.M. Tuesday
September 20
in Student Government Office.
Top floor Memorial Union.
581-7801
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UMO seeking revenue from arena....
by Ken Holmes.
University of Maine at Orono Athletic
Director Harold Westerman said this week
he has "no idea" how the Alfond Ice Arena
fared financially in its first months of
operation.
He said it will be "a year from now"
before officials will know whether the
arena is generating enough revenue to pay
all its bills, as Westerman and others have
insisted repeatedly it will.
And while refusing to elaborate at all on
Sinances, Westerman said, "If I've had to
pay for something out of athletic funds,
I've done it."
Westerman made the remarks as arena
personnel geared up for an expected
end-of-the-month re
-opening of the arena.
The facility was closed in late April, and
despite plans for summertime use, it has
remained closed except for UMO gradua-
tion exercises in May.
Assistant Athletic Director Linwood
Carville said the Alfond Arena collected
S22,000 between its February opening and
April closing. But Carville also could not
give an indication of the financial success
Drinking-age petition
to be circulated
Starting next week, drinking-age peti-
tions will be circulated outside the Bear's
Den and in dining commons, and a voter
iegistration booth will be set up outside the
Ikar's Den for those who wish to sign the
petition but have not yet registered to vote.
According to Jay Cromarty, the organizer
for the drive, volunteers are still needed to
ci rcu I ate petitions.
or failure of the facility to date.
According to Carville, a youth ice-hockey
camp scheduled for two weeks during the
summer was canceled due to lack of
interest.
The arena's refrigeration equipment also
developed a leak in mid-summer, Carville
said. Because the leak posed a health
hazard to anyone in the arena, officials
were forced to cancel tentative plans for
various non-ice summer events. "When we
ran into problems, we couldn't put people
in there," he said.
Despite the lack of statistics, Westerman
remains optimistic about the arena's
success as the facility's re-opening nears.
"The arena is going to make its way,"
he said, adding that upcoming months will
be spent trying to get a better idea of what
operating costs and revenues will be.
Carville remained less convinced of the
facility's initial fivancial success. "I think
the arena can cover operational expenses
with little difficulty, but after that I think
there will be problems," he said.
Westerman said the arena shows
indications of expanding its revenues
considerably this year. He said the
ice hockey team, which begins its first
season later this fall, should provide a big
boost in revenues for the facility.
The arena is also planning a heavy
schedule of recreational ice time and is
trying to encourage more outside and
special use of the ice. All should be
money-makers, he said.
Among other plans, Westerman said, is
one attracting a tour ice show to the
facility. "But the key is to keep the ice in
use," he added.
However, the university has no plans to
purchase equipment that would make the
arena into the multi-purpose facility
originally planned several years hack,
Westerman said.
Buying a cover for the ice, so the arena
could be used for other events without
taking out the ice altogether, is just too
costly, he said. "There's no $45,000
available to put a cover on the ice."
Even from the very early planning stages
in the arena's construction, Westerman
said this week. "People thought of various
uses for the arena, but all involving ice."
....but pro hockey team denied ice
by Ken Holmes
Citing "unwritten rules," Athletic Dir-
ector Harold Westerman has turned down
a request by the Maine Mariners of the
American Hockey League to play an
exhibition game at the Alfond Ice Arena in
late September.
Ed Anderson, spokesman for the Port-
land-based professional hockey team,
confirmed Thursday Westerman rejected a
proposal for a Sept. 30 exhibit in 0,-ono.
"We were very interested in bringing a
pre-season game to Orono on Sept. 30,"
Anderson said. "However, we were told by
university officials that the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic Association)
has an unwritten rule prohibiting pro
sports teams from using college facilities."
Westerman said the NCAA rule, which
he admitted is unwritten and informal, is
used because of a "large breach" between
the goals of professional sports and college
events.
"It's the amateur approach to athletics
versus the professional approach," West-
erman said. "You don't bring in the Celtics
or other teams to play pro sports."
"A' pro is a pro, playing for his life and
money," Westerman continued.
But while denying the Mariners' bid to
bring a pro-hockey exhibition game to
UMO, Westerman said arena officials are
proceeding with attempts to attract various
outside events to the arena, including a
professional ice show.
Westerman defended the talk of attract-
ing an ice show t the arena, saying such an
event isn't a pro sport.
"By a pro ice show, I'm not talking about
a professional team." he said.
The Mariners' bid denial was influenced
by other factors besides the NCAA's
unwritten rule, according to Westerman.
He said the proposed Sept. 30 date
would have meant re-opening the arena
earlier than planned. He also expressed
fear that the game could draw 'potential
fans away from early games of the UMO
ice hockey team, scheduled to start its first
season later this fall.
Westerman also said there was no
assurance the university could have
afforded to host the hockey game. He cited
similar Mariner plans to play an exhibition
at Bowdoin College in Brunswick. The
negotiations broke down when the college
and the club couldn't agree on financial
arrangements.
Mariners spokesman Anderson said
Thursday the university rejected the club's
plans before actual money negotiations
began. But he said early talks with several
university officials, including assistant
Athletic Director Linwood Carville, met
with an "ecstatic" response.
The Athletic department decision
doesn't mean the arena will continue to
reject bids for pro sports events in the
future, Westerman said.
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Parking: too many cooks spoiling the broth
by Alan Audet
With 5,000 cart- registered on campus
this semester and only 4.030 park ng
spaces, it appears :IMO is heading toward
its perennial parking problem.
This semester promises to be an extra
burden to car owners due to the new rule
which allows freshmen to have cars on
campus.
Director of Police and Safety, Alan
Reynolds, says there are no other changes
A new computer system used by UMO Police will help facilitate
collection of parking ticket .„11:no•s [Tim Grant photo].
New system aids police
A new computer system will make
it easier to catch up with parking
ticket violators this year, says Police
and Safety director Alan Reynolds.
All tickets were processed by hand
before.
About $20,000 still has to be
collected from parking tickets issued
last year. Reynolds said. A total of
39.000 tickets in the amounts of $2
and $3 were written.
Reynolds said the police can
summon violators to court after only
one unpaid traffic ticket.
He explained that the greatest
number of tickets are issued after
vacations. "There is a big tun of
violations now because students
don't know the rules or they try to
find out what they can get away
with," he said.
According to Reynolds, collected
parking fines are turned over to the
university general fund.
Sign stolen from plantation
A sign valued at $80 was stolen from the
Fay Hyland Botanical Plantation on
College Avenue sometime during the
weekend, reported the university police
department.
The plantation. located between Sigma
Chi and Phi Kappa Sigma on fraternity
row. was built last spring. The sign was
donated by the forestry honor society, Xi
Sigma Phi, and erected on Maine Day. It
was to be dedicated by President Neville on
Homecoming Weekend.
The sign is two by four feet with routed
lettering, campus police said. It was
mounted on a cedar pole. which has been
recovered.
In another weekend theft, an oriental rug
was stolen from the main lobby of
Balentine Hall. No value has been placed
on the rug.
in the parking regulations.
The reasons for overcrowding, Reynolds
explained, are the same as previous
semesters. First, many faculty and staff
members register two cars for times when
their regular car is being used by another
family member.
Secondly, "a problem that exists is that
everyone wants to park as close as they can
to the center of campus," Reynolds said.
He pointed out parking areas behind
both Stewart and Hilltop commons as well
as the steam plant lot off College Ave. are
never filled to capacity.
There are no plans as to the construction
of new lots, he said.
With a new computer system, UMPD
hopes to catch up with many unpaid
violations dating back one or two years.
If fines are not paid after a reminding
letter is sent to a violator, the case will be
taken to Penobscot District Court. The
charge for pleading guilty is $10; but if
paid to UMPD within the required time.
the charge is no more than $3.
Reynolds reminds car owners, "Get a
copy of the miles and regulations.. .you're
going to have to comply."
Former Campus editor noted
The editor of the Maine Campus during
the 1977 spring semester, M. Alexsandra
Hamilton, was honored this weekend at the
Maine Press Association's annual awards
banquet.
Hamilton received an "honorable men-
tion" in "Best Editorial" competition
against newspapers throughout the state
for an editorial she wrote on the need for
college students to do zany things.
Entitled "A Means to Our Ends,"
Hamilton's piece was in response to a
denunciation of youthful craziness by
Manchester (N.H.) Union Leader editor
William Loeb. Loeb wrote an editorial in
that paper slamming a group of Keene
(N.H.) State College students for posing
with bare buttocks in a picture for the
college yearbook.
In her response, Hamilton called acts
like this "necessary" and asked Loeb in an
open letter form if he had ever felt "The
Pressure" that she said hounds so many
college students.
Hamilton's style in commentary and
opinion pieces was considered by UMO
journalism professors to be one of the
funniest in recent years.
Hamilton, an August, 1977 graduate in
journalism, is a native of Lexington, Mass.
She is currently employed by the Penob-
scot Times, Old Town, as a general
assignment reporter.
Veteran aid may increase
If Congress can agree on a joint version
of a bill currently pending in both houses,
UMO vets may receive at least $20 more a
month in education benefits.
Fred Judkins, campus veterans admini-
stration (VA) representative, said the
proposed law would provide an approxi-
mate 6.3% across-the-board increase in
monthly payments; a possible two-year
extension of the period a full-time student
veteran may use to complete a program of
study; and an accelerated-payment sched-
ule for vets at schools where tuition and
fees exceed $1,000 per term.
Although enrollment figures are not yet
complete for the fall term, Judkins said 550
to 650 students now receiving benefits
would be eligible for the increases.
Judkins noted veterans' enrollment has
dropped slightly from last year's totals.
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This reflects a nationwide trend, he said,
largely because the ten-year limit on VA
benefits is running out for the many
Vietnam-era vets.
Judkins cited VA figures which indicate
there were 79,000 fewer eligible vets in the
academic year 1976-77. Projected figures
for this current academic year show
308,000 fewer eligible and 493,000 fewer in
1978-79. There are several million U.S.
veterans, Judkins estimated.
Phys. ed. division sets
shaping-up hours
Need to get in shape and don't know
where to go? Well, the Women's Physical
Education Division can help. The depart-
ment recently announced Lengyel Gym'syearly hours.
The gym will be open to students onSaturday, Sept. 24, from 9 a.m. until 10p.m.; and each Saturday from then on
except those before holidays, vacation, or
exam periods. Available areas will be thegymnasium, the lobby and lobby services.
Beginning Oct. 16, at 1 p.m., night andSunday hours will go into effect. Thegymnasium and the lobby will be the only
available areas on Sundays but certain
additional areas of the facility can be
obtained by assignment on week nights.Sunday hours will be 1-5:30 p.m. for freeplay; 5:30-8 p.m. for intramurals; 8-9 p.m.free play. Monday through Thursday5:30-8:30 p.m. for intramurals; 8:30-10p.m. free play. Fridays 6-10 free play.
Equipment such as basketballs, volley-hails, nets and standards will also beprovided upon presentation of student ID
card.
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Cheerleader Mary Connolly dives into the arms offellow cheerleaders during
practice Thursday [Lauren Noether photo].
Cheerleaders add new faces
The UMO cheerleading squad, already
fired up for the football season, will be
sporting a few new faces and figures this
fall. This year the squad will be
supplemented by a 10-man team of
stuntmen (now a varsity sport) who will do
assorted tricks and flips alongside the
girls.
Head cheerleader Emily Vincent, a
sophomore child development major from
Jacksonville, Ill., is looking forward to the
exuberance of this year's sports crowds.
Vincent, a cheerleader throughout high
school said, "1 like to be there getting the
crowd going and backing the team." She
was disappointed with last year's basket-
ball fans as they seemed to be "scared to
cheer with us."
That statement also rang true with
co-captain Kelly Russell. However, Rus-
sell, a parks and recreation major, still
enjoys cheering here much more than in
high school. She has always been a sports
fanatic and feels that as a cheerleader
she's "doing something for the school."
The girls were selected after spring
tryouts.
The rest of this fall's lineup includes:
Linda Madden from Lisbon Falls; Mary
Connolly, Windham; Diane Hartnett,
Lewiston; Pam Puleo, Laconia, N.H.;
Tammy Gemme, Lincoln; Kim Gilmore,
Dover-Foxcroft; Debbie Ingersoll, Lisbon
Falls; and Mary Levesque. Auburn.
The squad had a chance to sharpen up
their skills at a cheerleading camp in
Pennsylvania this summer and in addition
learned some new routines that will involve
the stuntmen.
The reality of the male cheerleaders has
taken a longer time to hit UMO than other
major U.S. colleges. Though their accep-
tance is another step away, they should
add a colorful dimension to Saturday
afternoons.
Sardine research expands
The Maine Sardine Council has awarded
a S7,500 scholarship to the UMO Food
Service department to support graduate
research on sardine industry problems.
The council, which operates a quality-
control laboratory for the sardine industry
at its Brewer headquarters, is expanding
its research program to include a graduate
student who will work with associate food
science professor Bohdan M. Slabyj to
improve quality-processing procedures.
SUGARLOAF
SKI PASSES
% Price
If purchased before
Nov. 1 at Atheletic
Business Office in
the mens gym. Also
available from any
member of the ski team.
ICE HOCKEY MANAGER
needed for 1977-78
SEE Jack Semler
at the Alfond Arena
if interested
Food Science department Chairman
John M. Hogan has assisted the sardine
industry in the past semester to assure
quality products.
Maine sardine production is substanti-
ally lower than IS to 20 years ago. largely
because of lack of fish and competition
from foreign fishing fleets, said the
council's executive director James Warren.
The new 200-mile limit is expected to
improve the outlook in the next five or six
years, he said.
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411 Waverly Oaks Road/Waltham, Mass. 02154
Texas Instruments
TI
Programmable 
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The advanced key programmable
with plug-in Solid State
Software " libraries
INCLUDES FREE LEISURE LIBRARY
(535.00 value / Offer good Aug. 15-
Oct. 15, 19771
An exceptional value for the professional
or the advanced student.
The TI Programmable 58 utilizes TI's state-of
the-art advance in programmable calculators
Solid State Software. This revolutionary
development gives you complete prepro-
grammed libraries, of up to 5,000 program
steps each, in convenient plug-in modules
You can also key-in programs you develop,
right from the keyboard.
Other Texas Instruments Calculators
TI 57
TI SR56
TI 59
TI PC100A
TI SR40
Ti SR51-II
TI 2550-III
$64.95
$67.95
$229.95
$159.95
$23.95
$48.50
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TI 30 S. P. $17.25
TI Money Manager $17.50
Ti 1750 $16.95
Ti 5050M $79.95
CALL OUR 24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
1-800-225-8493
ASK FOR OUR FREE 64 PAGE CATALOG-INCLUDING
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Hewlett Packard
HP-29C/19C
The HP-29C has continuous memory capability so
Programs of your choice are saved, ready for use, until you
clear them or over write them with more programs.
As a result you can program frequently-needed calcula,
lions once, and then perform them as often as necessary-
hour after hour, day after day-without bother or lost time
caused by reentering your program.
The 29C also retains data in 16 of its 30 registers, so
you can store away needed constants of record data in the
field for later use
As an added convenience, the number in the display is
also saved by continuous memory. And the display format
is kept as well.
You can operate the HP-29C on batteries alone or f r orri
a convenient electfical outlet bvhile batteries are being
recharged
Battery operating time is significantly extended since
the calculator may be switched off between calculations or
in the midst of writing,. program without losing program
stops or data.
ORDER NO. HP29C / SHIPPING WT. 3 LEIS.
HP-19C: Same features as HP-29C but in the
portable printer configuration of the HP-10.
MAR K LINE PR ICE:$309.50 (Retail $345.00)
ORDER NO. HP19C / SHIPPING WT. 4 LIM
Other Hewlett Packard Calculators
HP
HP
21
22
HP 25
HP 25C
HP 27
$69.95
$109.95
$109.95
$144.50
$149.95
HP 80
HP 67
HP 92
HP 97
HP 10
$254.50
$387.95
$562.50
$645.00
$154.95
MARKLINE ACCEPTS MASTERCHARGE
CALL OUR 24 HOUR ORDER LINE 1-800-225-8493
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Budget increase distributed to many areas
by Bernie MacKinnon
Increased state funding, plus the rise in
tuition, will result in the distribution of
approximately $1.9 million among UMO's
academic and non-academic departments
in the coming year.
The state increased its support of the
UMaine system last June when the
legislature approved an additional $4
million for the system's biennial budget.
The budget review committee has
accorded major portions of available money
for wage and salary adjustments, fuel
costs, new equipment. new acquisitions at
Fogler Library, student aid and added
positions in the College of Business
Administration.
The largest aniount. $1,143,556. went to
salary and wage adjustments.
Of the $140,000 set.. aside for new
equipment, $40000 went to the College of
Administrators may face
faculty evaluation procedure
by Martha Nason
A procedure for faculty evaluation of
administrators may be used before the fall
semester ends, says Robert Carroll,
chairman of the UMO Council of Colleges.
Carroll said the administrative evalu-
ation committee reported at the council
meeting Wednesday that they are working
to devise an evaluation procedure for all
administrative positions in the university,
including chairmen, deans, vice-presidents
and the president.
The results would be presented in a
written report to the council before the fall
semester ends. The five-member ad hoc
committee does not consist entirely of
Engineering and Science and the rest was
distributed among all other departments.
Due to added fuel costs, the Physical Plant
received $100,000, plus $60,000 for general
maintenance and alterations.
Fogler Library received $100,000 to
continue increasing its acquisitions.
President Neville committed the library
in 1974 to increased acquisitions each year
over a five-year period. This has been done
at a rate of 12% a year, and the library has
just entered the fourth year of its
commitment. Due to inflation, the actual
number of books and periodicals being
brought in have not grown. It is significant,
however, that libraries on many other
college campuses have cut their rates of by Andrea Cronkite
acquisition. Student Paper Editor Mark Schussler
In response to the tuition rise $90000 in hopes to provide a forum for the exchange
extra student-aid money was provided. of views and opinions and wants the Paper
The College of Business Administration, to 'take on "a more serious tone" this
hard-pressed because of class overloads, semester.
"Our goal is to help raise the political
consciousness of students about issues that
affect them," said Schussler, a senior
majoring in political science and interns-
timral affairs and history. "I don't see our
newspaper as being a newspaper in the
traditional sense. The Maine Campus does
faculty, Carroll said, but includes a that."
The format of the Student Paper will
include a regular Student (3a-,a-rnment
page, short newc items ar...-! opinion
exchanges, Schussler said. The physical
Nearly all administrato s and profes- appearance of the paper will be "more
sional staff are evaluated annually in eye-catching," he added.
writing by their superiors. However, this "Maybe Student Paper is a misnomer.
would mark the first time administrators This year there will be more focus towards
live been evaluated by faculty. It is the general campus population," he said.
university policy that the department "The only awards we'll be giving out
chairman and senior department members are, hopefully, for a writing contest," he
evaluate all untenured faculty. Some said. Last semester, the Student Paper
administrators would like to devise such a held a student election and primed a list of
formal evaluation procedure of tenured "undistinguished professor awards,"
faculty, Carroll said. which received much criticism and corn-
ment from both students and faculty.
vice-president and a chairman.
Ir.
UC L EAR ATTACK
Aftermath Sale
THE
AUGMENTED FIFTH
Marantz 2216 Receivers 16 watts/channel RMS at .5TH.
List $240 Our Price $168
rarantz 1060 Amplifiers
List $249 Our Price $149
Dynaco A 25 XL Loudspeakers
List $117 each Our Price $89 eacSennheiser HD 414 X Headphones
List $65 Our Price $34Sennheiser HD 424 X Headphones
List $90 Our Price $49Shure M91 ED cartridges
List $59 Our Price $19
NEW RELEASE SPECIALS
Doobie Brothers, Linda Ronstadt
Yes, Grateful Dead, Ry Cooder
COMING SOON ON SALE
Jean Luc Ponty Rolling Stones,
Heart Boston
Steely Dan "Katy Lied" '1.99
IN STOCK
Augmented Fifth Hours: Mon.Tues.Wed.Sat 10-6
28 Mill St. Thurs.-Fri. 10-8
Orono Tel. 866-2013 Sunday 12-5
received $80,000 to add four new faculty
members and to increase the salary of a
former part-time instructor to ft-II-time
wages.
The category of services, travel ex?enses
and certain other non-salary ;te-,-..s drew
$71,000.
For Bangor Community College, $34,000
was appropriated to continue two of its
programs. Law enforcement, federally
funded until this year, received $20,000
and dental hygiene received the rest.
For supplies such as paper, paint,
chemicals and wire, $30,000 was allocated.
The College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, also plagued by class
loads, received $28,000 to add
part-time faculty members and
graduate-teaching assistants.
The Darling Center, UMO's oceano-
graphic research center in Walpole,
received $25,000, while the Cooperative
Educaton and Field Experience program
received $16,000.
Student Paper to be ` serious'
over-
two
four
"There will be no undistinguished
professor awards, but that doesn't mean
we won't deal with issues involving faculty
and students. That whole business was
blown out of proportion. It was meant in a
light vein." Sdiussler said.
A staff of 10, which includes
Student Government members, will pub-
lish the Student Paper every Thursday, he
said. The Paper is allotted $750 from
Student Government but will support itself
with advertising, he added.
Student Government President Mike
McGovern said the Student Paper will not
be "quite as radical as last year."
some
"I see the purpose of the Paper as
communication of information about var-
ious campus organizations. It really helps
strengthen student government," he said.
"Someone once said that you're really
strong if you have control of a printing
press and a lawyer. We have both."
"I want to see the staff on the Paper
loose enough so that anyone who wants to
can write," McGovern said. McGovern
writes a political column for the paper.
SOME FOLKS SAY
THE GOVERNOR IS ITALIAN.
Well - He's not
But his Pizza sure is!
TRY ONE!
Plain
9 inch 12 inch 15 inch
1.00 1.50 2.00
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Hot Dog 1.25
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Double Cheese 1.25 '1.75 2.50 I
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From his perch high atop Alumni Hall John Antcrtitis, a senicr, physksmc4or,cperates the carillon bells heard twice daily on the rrazll [University photo].
Alumni Hall carillon bells:
15 years and still ringing
by Glen Chase
Have you ever heard bells ringing on the
UMO campus? If you have, you've heard
the carillon bells atop Alumni Hall. These
-bells" are actually cast-brass bars which
produce music when struck by hammers.
Every day at 7:45 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., the
carillon uses 75 different chimes to amplify
its songs all over campus.
Tone-producing buttons are hit after the
notes are punched cm rolls of paper.
Amplifiers pick up the chords and notes
chime over the campus. Like players
pianos, the carillon has a keyboard and can
be played manually.
John Antonitis of Old Town, a senior
physics major, is present caretaker of the
chimes. He was appointed to the job two
years ago after serving a brief apprentice-
ship under the former caretaker.
The bells were dedicated June 9, 1962,
as a memorial to Adm. Frank W. Fenno, a
1923 UMO graduate and World War II
hem.
The Registrar's office transferred re-
sponsibility for the bells this summer to the
Music department. Although not a music
major, Antonitis selects the melodies that
are played on the carillon. They vary from
the Maine Stein Song during Homecoming
Weekend to Christmas carols in December.
The carillon is used less now than when
it was installed in 1962. Bell-ringing at that
time signified the beginning and end of
dames. The practice was discontinued
several years ago because class periods
ov erlapped .
UMO minority attendance
in tune with state numbers
by Sue Leonard
Walking about campus, one might
suspect the university offers little en-
couragement to minority student atten-
dance.
Actually the number of minorities
enrolled at UMO is in tune with the
percentage of minorities residing in this
state, according to figures compiled in the
registrar's office and in the office of equal
opportunity.
About one per cent of Maine's popula-
tion consists of minorities; approximately
one per cent of the UMO population is also
minorities, according to 1975 figures
reported to the federal government in
compliance with the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Title sir of the act requires all
educational institutions receiving federal
funds to report every two years the number
of minority students enrolled.
This section of the act is not an
"affirmative action law," requiring that
the institution have a certain number of
minonty students. But, said director of
Equal Employment Opportunity JoAnn M.
Fntsche. it is "strong encouragement to
recruit women and minority graduate
students.
In 1968-69 a black-recruitment program
was established, using funds set aside in
the Martin Luther King Scholarship Pro-
gram. About 17 black students were lured
in primarily from the Washington D.C.
area which resulted in adverse public
reaction from the people of Maine. Fritsche
indicated. Mainers resented the use of
their tax dollars to finance the educations
of non-residents, she said.
As a resuIt, the program was discon-
tinued in 1973 and replaced with an honors
program directed towards aiding the
financially and academically disadvan-
taged Maine youth.
Fritsche said the termination of the King
scholarships has caused a decline in the
number of black enrollments, but termed
the decline not a significant one.
James Harmon, director of admissions.
said blacks are enrolling in predominately
black colleges, because schools such as
UMO can't offer them a good social
environment.
The Chuck Wagon
Western Steer
In a Western Atmosphere
Union St. Bangor—Next to Airport Mail
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STORE
Stillwa•Pr Ave Old Town
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER & WINE
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800-11:15
8:00-12:00
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DeGrasse Jewelers
38 Main Street Orono Me
866-4032
 
Diamonds & Watches
Gifts for all occasions
Watch and Jewelry Repairs
Some Sorcrlty &
Fraternity Jewelry
Available
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Short Takes
Seminars offered
University of Maine students having difficulty adjusting to courses or college
life are invited to partidpate in several free, informal seminars. UMO's student
affairs office is sponsoring the seminars which will be held in the Memorial
Union.
Seminars are scheduled for Wednesday, Sept. 21, at 3:3; p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge and Tuesday, Sept. 27, at 12:10 p.m. in the Coe Lounge. The first will be
"All About Exams" with Sharon Dendurent as coordinator; and the second will
feature Dwight Rideout, dean of student affairs, and Jennifer Brown, assistant
&an of student affairs, discussing "Time Management."
Dancing in instructor joins staff
A dance and physical-fl mess program teacher has been appointed to the UMO
School of Performing Arts faculty.
Teresa Torkanowsky will teach two classes in Spanish folk dance and jazz
dancing.
Flamenco dancing is Mrs. Torkanowsky's specialty and she has toured with
her own dance company as well as those of Carmen Amaya and Jose Greco. She
was artist-in
-residence for the New Orleans School I3oard and has taught at
Southern University and Tulane University in New Orleans. She also
choreographed for Garcias Lorcas Yerma in Madrid and for the Ciros Ballet
Espano during its American tour. More recently, Mrs. Torkanowsky taught
dame in Ellsworth and Hancock.
Art exhibition at Carnegie
An exhibition of Cape Elizabeth artist Leo Meissner's work is being held at
UMO's Carnegie Hall seminar room during September and October.
Meissner, who died in July, was a painter and printmaker well known for his
wood engravings featuring landscapes and ocean scenes. His work hangs in the
Metropolitan Museum, the Library or Congress and the New York Public
Library.
Although a Detroit native, Meissner summered for more than 45 years at
Monhegan Island and maintained a home and stuck) at Cape Elizabeth. Until
1950 he was art director for Motor Boating Magazine.
His professional awards included citations from the Library of Congress and
the Brooklyn Institute. In 1969 he became the only member from Maine to be
elected to the National Academy of Design.
Special Freshman offer _
Freshman Save 50c on any six pack of
soda with this coupon and student ID
153 Park St, Orono
• 
..............................................................................
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HELP WANTED
2 full-time & 1 part-time busboy
2 full-time & 1 part-time dishwasher
lpart-time chef
10 waiters or waitresses - 4 for
lunch (every weekday ) - 5 for supper
and/or cocktails and 1 port-time
contact
103 PARK ST. LUNA BASE
ORONO
1 866-4691
,44. 2nd FloorIty 
P140•1 1 Augh SUNBURY mAL-1-9
SHOP 44, BANGOR, ME.
We have everything you need to
design your own jewelry
including free lessons
•Thousands of beads *Jewelry findings
*Macrame supplies
10°/0
•
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Finally crackin' a book
Police okay parties
(continued from page 11
the law if caught.
The outdoor concert planned by Beta
Theta Pi for Saturday from 2 to 5:30 p.m. is
no problem, Reynolds said, because no
admission is being charged or alcohol sold.
Alpha Tau Omega, which Thursday had
reportedly been considering selling alcohol
"over-the-counter" at their party Saturday
at 8 p.m., is reconsidering.
Fearing a raid on the "unpublicized"
party by liquor enforcement agents, Alpha
Tau Gleason said he will meet with Chief
Reynolds this morning to organize the
party so liquor consumption and admission
fees won't conflict with state regulations.
"I want to talk with him (Reynolds)
tomorrow and maybe set the party up like
Delta Tau did so we'll be okay."
FRI. SEPT. 16
JEFF JOSEPH
SAT. SEPT. 17
NEW ENGLAND BLUES BAND
8:00 p.m. to Midnight
504 cover charge
No cover in Bears Den
DAMN
YANKEE
book
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gents. Alpha
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by Charlotte McAtee
The UMO Eoccer team will face their first
cpponents of the season in a critical Maine
hwitational T .crnai ent at home this
weekend.
"Momentum is vzry crucial," says
Coach Paul Stoyell. "With a young team
like ours, winning two games can really get
them going. Dropping one or two would
hurt. There's a lot riding on this."
Junior forward Ken Twaddel echoes his
o.)ach's feelings: "We want to start off on
the right foot. The team attitude is great;
we have no superstars, so we're a close
team. Not highiy skilled, but determined.
We'll have a winning season."
"It's a together team," says senior
forward Brian Peterson. "Not just a bunch
of individuals. I feel very good about the
tournament. If we can win it, we'll
esOdich mom.-atia, that we can carry
thrcughout th r..;st of the season."
"We intend to win," says senior
defenseman Joe Costa. "This weekend will
tell how good we are."
The first game of the tournament will be
at 1:00 this afternoon, with Thomas facing
UMPI. Maine will face Nasson at 3:30. The
consolation game will be played Saturday
noon, then the ctiampionship at 2:30.
"We had a scrimmage on Saturday,"
says Stoyell, "and we were !coking better
than we have in two or three years. We
IIMCIs Phil Dugas heads a shot into the goal during practice Thursday afternoon. The Bears. optimistic about their team, will
open their fall season against Nasson today in the second game of UMO's Invitational tournament (Tim Grant photo].
were using a lot of players. There were Ft.ter Baker. Baker, although a bit awed by
ally four shots on goal, so we were not the fact, "may start and has adjusted very
tested defensively. fhe defense played well," says Stoyell.
well offensively, getting the ball torwaro The competition this weekend has Maine
and setting up plays." facing Nasson in their first game, a team
Three freshmen have made the varsity they know virtually nothing about. More
team--Mike Osbourne, Erik Stebenau, and infcrmation was avail able concerning
How? By making your own
with a kit by Frostline.We specialize
'in sew-it-yourself outdoor equipment
All parts are precut._ All you need is
a home sewing machine
,- thrift irialhairs *wow
See the full line of Frostline kits
available at VIKING SEWING CENTER
12 Howard Lane, Bangor
(Beside County Tire) '945-3473
SEPTEMBER r
Small Applinnce
Coffee Makers
Hair Stylers
Toasters
Electric Can Openers
Electric Irons
Electric Fry Pans
Electric Hand Food Mixers
Electric Blenders
12 No. Maio II. OW Team
UMPI and Thomas. UMPI is always
strong, and Thomas has some excellent
recruits this year, although a scrimmage
with Colby last week did not turn out well.
Following the tournament, LIMO
plunges full force into their schedule,
facing Bowdoin and UMass in succession.
A fine showing this weekend should do a
lot to boost their already high morale.
"It'll take a lot of hustle, a lot of
dedication, and we've got to want it
batty," says junior halfback Toni Piffith.
—We should take it."
BOOKING THE BEST FOR
DANCES AND CONCERTS
BIG ENTERTAINMENT
on campus referral service
call: 866-7788
NEEDED
EXPERIENCED TYPIST
A PAID POSITION
5 hours a week plus
occasional overtime
contact Keith Dutton
or
Ellen Commoss
106 Lord Hall
Maine
Campus
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UMO sailing commodor Man Madeira [left) and the sailing team's new advisor.Dennis McConnell. practice at Old Town's Pushaw Pond Thursday afternoon [PhilRoy photo].
Sophomore Charles Komar skippers one of Maine's International 12's during sailingpractice at Pushaw Pond Thursday. UMO's first meet is Saturday as Maine MaritimeAcademy in Castine [Phil Roy photo].
(IMO sailors looking for better year
by Elizabeth Butterfield
The sails are being raised and "things
are looking up" for UMO's varsity sailing
team, says Matt Madeira, the team's
commodore.
Last spring, things looked pretty dim
when the team's adviser for five years, Gib
Philbrick, moved his office from Memorial
Gym to the women's gym and gave up the
adviser position in the process. The team
then had a difficult time locating a new
adviser. "No one knew what was going
on," Madeira said.
However, during finals week, a new
adviser--Dennis McConnell, assistant pro-
fessor of finance--who is "very interested
but has no real previous experience" was
found. Also, Bob Holmes el the University
Alumni Center said he would be willing to
help the team out.
About 30 persons attended the team's
organizational meeting Monday evening,
but Madeira said "It's hard to tell what the
team will be like since we've had no
Black Bears to face UMass
without Steve Giordano
by Kevin Burnham
The Black Bear football squad will
pursue win number two Saturday when
they face a tough University of Massa-
chusetts team at Amherst, Mass.
UMass will be looking for their first win
of the season after losing their opening
game last week to Army, 34-10.
The Black Bears will be without starting
linebacker Steve Giordano, who suffered a
severe knee injury last week. The extent of
the injury is unknown but head coach Jack
Bicknell said Giordano may be out for the
season. Giordano plans to go to his
Wallingford ((1) home this weekend to
consult a doctor.
At a Hilltop press conference Tuesday.
Bicknell said the loss of Giordano will hurt
Maine but hopes either sophomore Bob
Linkletter or freshman Thomas Rasmussen
Chemistry Department
UNDERGRAD TEACHING
ASSISTANTS NEEDED
Contact: Mrs Maynard
Room 288 Aubart
Must have•
Junior standing
3.0 Average
Taken through Ch 181 and 152
will step in and do the job.
When asked about this year's UMass
team, Bicknell said that they are a physical
team with an entirely different offense than
last year.
"Our.keyto winning the game will be to
block well against them offensively."
Bicknell said, "And to contain their speedy
halfback Billy Coleman."
Bicknell also said that he wants to get
more people involved in the Maine offense.
For instance, halfback Rudy DiPietro ran
the ball 28 times last game, he said.
inter-squad races. But we're having meets
so it's a lot better than last year."
At present, the team has eight Inter-
nati)na1-12 boats. Hopefully. the new
docks and floats will be put in at Pushaw
Pond this week "so we don't have to drag
the boats over the ledges and rocks." he
said.
Madeira plans to call the Intercollegiate
Sailing Center to get more meets with
schools such as the Coast Guard Academy,
Rifts and MIT.
As the schedule stands now, all meets
are hdd away. However, with the new
floats on Pushaw Pond, Madeira feels the
team will be in "better graces" because it
can serve as a host and not just as a visitor.
At home, Madeira hopes to schedule races
with Bcwdoin. Colby, Maine Maritime
Academy and Division two teams in
Massachusett s.
With more meets, Madeira says more
people will stay on the team. For instance,
two crews could be away at a meet and two
crews could be racing at home.
The team's schedule now is:
Sept. 17 Maine Maritime Academy (MMA)
Sept. 18 Bates at MMA
Oct. 1 at MMA
 1011111111111MII
SIGN-UP NOW
For
COLLEGE COUNCILS
Arts and Sciences
Life Science and Agriculture
Business Administration
Engineering and Science
"Hove an effect on the future of your college"
Contact: Student Government on thetop floor of the Memorial Union.
581-7801
Oct. 9 Hewitt Trophy at Dartmouth
College
Oct. 22 State of Maine Championships at
MMA
CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted: Disabled mate desires student to live
in and provide attendant care in exchange for
room and board. Call 942-9049 or 942-7338.
Wanted. Mature student to babyelt with small
Infant. Wed. 1 tn 5 p.m. all first semester. If
Interested, phone 986-7715.
WoolrAeb Chamois
Shirts
THE FINEST CHAMOIS
,CHIBT A VA MA FILE
Red, Green, CNT/04 , Navy, Light 91;e165EIr.o8wn8
Men's Sims 8, M, L, XL-
Regular Also Si For omen OW Orke
$ 1 8.50 
Highly wind-reszstant,
velvety nap, sheared inside and
out for extra warmth.
Beautifully tailored. Superlong
32" tail. Double
-needle felled
seams for durability. And the
more these shirts are washed,
the better they look. Mail Orders
tilled $1.00 extra per shirt
A.J.GOLDSMITH
Men's Wear - Sporting Goods
• 10 North Main St., Old Town
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